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Introduction

Wellfield Gold, an initiative by the publicly traded Canadian company Wellfield Technologies Inc.

(WFLD.V), is a pioneering digital asset that represents ownership of physical gold. Each Wellfield

Gold token (wGLD) corresponds to one troy ounce of London Good Delivery gold, securely

stored at the globally recognized Royal Canadian Mint. This comprehensive whitepaper

elucidates the principles, stringent mechanisms, and the technological prowess that positions

Wellfield Gold at the forefront of stable, asset-backed cryptocurrencies.



Gold – Through the Ages
Gold has a storied history as a valuable asset class, spanning ancient civilizations, where it

served as currency, to the modern era, where it mainly plays a role as a hedge and investment.

The gold standard, prevalent in the 19th century, collapsed during economic challenges such as

the Great Depression (1929-1939) and was officially abandoned in 1971 by the U.S. under the

Nixon administration. Despite this, gold maintains its status as a safe-haven asset, particularly

during economic uncertainties, and it is often used by investors to diversify portfolios. The

advent of gold-backed ETFs in the early 2000s facilitated easier investment in gold, contributing

to its ongoing relevance. The metal's value is subject to fluctuations influenced by geopolitical

events, economic conditions, and investor sentiment. Central banks continue to hold gold

reserves, and technological applications have expanded their utility beyond traditional uses. In

the contemporary financial landscape, gold remains a multifaceted asset with both historical

significance and modern relevance. As gold has proven to be an enduring and evolving asset,

investors have continued to seek additional utility for gold through the use of transformational

technologies.



From Physical Gold to Tokenized Gold: A Revolutionary Evolution

The transition from physical gold to tokenized gold represents a significant evolution in how we

perceive and manage this invaluable asset. While physical gold is valuable, it presents

challenges in storage, transport, and transactions. Tokenized gold, on the other hand, offers all

the benefits of owning gold without these inherent challenges. It is a leap from an era of vaults

and safety deposit boxes to a time of digital wallets and instant transactions, all while

preserving the intrinsic value and ownership of the asset.

Gold tokenization is the process of converting physical gold assets into digital tokens that can be

easily traded, transferred, and recorded on a blockchain or distributed ledger – in the case of

wGLD, recorded on the Ethereum Blockchain. This concept is a part of the broader trend of

asset tokenization, with other real-world assets (RWA), such as real estate, stocks, and other

commodities, having gained traction as digital tokens on a blockchain.

Key components that make tokenized gold a more efficient means of investing in the

commodity include:

Ownership and Transfer: Gold tokens allow for easy ownership and transfer of gold

without the need for physical delivery. Users can buy, sell, and transfer these tokens just

like any other cryptocurrency or digital asset.

Transparency and Security: Blockchain technology provides transparency and security to

the gold tokenization process. Each transaction and ownership transfer is recorded on a

public ledger, reducing the risk of fraud and counterfeiting.

Fractional Ownership: Gold tokenization enables fractional ownership of gold. This

means that individuals can own a fraction of a gold bar or coin, making it more

accessible to a broader range of investors.

Liquidity: Gold tokens can be traded 24/7 on various cryptocurrency exchanges,

providing liquidity to gold owners who may have had to wait for traditional markets to

open.

Lower Costs: Tokenizing gold can potentially reduce the costs associated with storing,

insuring, and transporting physical gold. It also eliminates the need for intermediaries

like banks and custodians in some cases.



The Philosophy Behind Wellfield Gold

Gold, particularly London Good Delivery gold, has long been considered the

quintessential shield against market volatility. Its consistent value throughout history

makes it a preferred safe haven for savvy investors. By engineering a token intrinsically

linked to physical gold, we transpose the steadfastness and trust associated with this

precious metal into the digital realm.



Key Features of wGLD

🔒 Backed by Physical Gold: Each wGLD Token represents a fractional ownership of physical

gold, ensuring its intrinsic value and stability, custodied with the Royal Canadian Mint.

💸 Easily Transferable: With the power of blockchain technology, transferring and trading
wGLD Gold Tokens is as simple as a few clicks, offering unparalleled liquidity and flexibility.

🔐 Secure and Transparent: Built on the robust Ethereum network, wGLD Tokens offer

unmatched security and transparency, allowing you to monitor your investment with confidence

on demand; 24-hours a day, 7 days a week.

Case Study: Solving problems in the gold ecosystem

In addition to the new and innovative features added to the gold asset class by a gold-backed

stablecoin such as wGLD, there are many problems the gold markets, across the entire supply

chain, have faced throughout the years that wGLD sets out to solve. One recent example,

exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic, is ‘price dislocation’ which refers to a situation in which

the market price of gold diverges significantly from its expected or usual valuation. In 2020, the

brief halt and significant decrease in commercial, international travel created temporary

imbalances in supply and demand across Europe, Africa, Australia, North and South America

and Asia. This led to price discrepancies or anomalies that deviated from the prevailing market

fundamentals and saw markets outside of London with unrealistic and inflated gold prices.

These disruptions underscore the need for innovative solutions like wGLD, which aims to

address this and other systemic challenges in the gold markets. By tokenizing gold on a

blockchain and ensuring a 1:1 ratio with physical gold through regular audits, wGLD provides a

mechanism for more efficient and transparent trading. The COVID-19-induced price dislocation

highlighted the vulnerability of traditional gold markets to external shocks, making it evident

that a more resilient and globally accessible system is necessary. Through its commitment to

transparency, wGLD not only mitigates risks associated with price discrepancies but also offers a

solution that can enhance liquidity and accessibility, fostering a more robust and reliable gold

market ecosystem. As the financial landscape evolves, innovative initiatives like wGLD play a

pivotal role in addressing long standing issues and paving the way for a more resilient and

responsive global gold market.



Tokenomics
Each wGLD token operates on a precise 1:1 ratio with London Good Delivery gold, representing

unequivocal ownership of one troy ounce of this gold. In line with our commitment to

transparency, the quantity of gold reserves corresponding to the number of wGLD tokens in

circulation undergoes regular audits and independent third-party verification. It is important to

note that while gold tokenization offers advantages in terms of liquidity and accessibility, it also

comes with risks including regulatory compliance, the security of digital wallets, and potential

market volatility. Investors should carefully research and consider these factors before

participating in gold tokenization projects.



Current Offerings in the Market

Investment Type Description Pros Cons

Wellfield Gold (wGLD)

blockchain-based,
smart contract
backed by actual gold
bars custodied at a
sovereign vaulting
location (currently
the Royal Canadian
Mint)

on-demand, 24-hour
trading capabilities;
no management fees;
liquid and
redeemable for
physical gold

market volatility;
regulatory
compliance; other,
similar stablecoins in
the market

Physical Gold, Physically
Held (Bullion)

Actual gold bars or
coins you can hold

Tangible asset Hedge
against inflation

Storage and
insurance costs;
Illiquid

Gold ETFs
Investment funds
that track gold prices

Easy to trade on stock
exchanges; Lower
transaction costs

No physical
possession of gold;
Management fees

Gold Mining Stocks
Shares in companies
involved in gold
mining

Potential for high
returns and Dividend
income

Company-specific
risks; Market volatility

Gold Futures Contracts
Agreements to buy or
sell gold at a future
date

Leverage for
potentially higher
returns

High risk due to
leverage; barriers to
entry as you typically
only see institutional
investors in the space

Gold Mutual Funds
Investment funds
that focus on
gold-related assets

Diversification within
the gold sector

Management fees;
Market risks

Gold Certificates

Documents
representing
ownership of gold
without physical
possession

Convenient and easy
to trade

Counterparty risk;
Lack of tangible asset



Conclusion
Wellfield Gold marks a significant leap in the evolution of currency. By seamlessly integrating

the time-honored dependability associated with Gold and the dynamic capabilities of

blockchain technology, we introduce a digital asset that stands as a paragon of security, stability,

and profitability. The wGLD token ventures to become the industry standard of conventional

tokens as its evolving roadmap seeks to create innovative ways to continue to find value in

asset-backed cryptocurrencies. With a team of experts specializing in the intricate dynamics of

gold markets and an unwavering commitment to advancing decentralized finance, Wellfield is

uniquely positioned to propel the evolution of the wGLD token, offering added value that

extends beyond the tangible token itself. As we continuously refine and enhance the token's

performance, this white paper will undergo regular updates to provide comprehensive insights

into the emerging details and evolving dynamics of wGLD.



Appendix
About Wellfield Technologies

Wellfield Technologies is a trailblazer in the realm of decentralized finance, creating innovative

solutions that integrate the stability of traditional assets with the flexibility of digital currencies.

As a publicly traded company in Canada, Wellfield Technologies upholds an unprecedented level

of transparency and credibility. It also owns the well-established crypto broker, Coinmama,

which has been operating since the early days of Crypto in 2013. Our team comprises industry

experts who bring their extensive knowledge and experience to the table, developing products

that redefine the boundaries of financial transactions and asset management.

Technologies and Partnerships Powering Wellfield Gold

Wellfield Gold employs state-of-the-art technologies to issue and manage wGLD tokens:

Ethereum Blockchain: We leverage Ethereum's robust blockchain network to issue wGLD

tokens. This open-source platform is renowned for its smart contract functionality, providing a

secure and efficient environment for decentralized applications.

Fireblocks: As a leading digital asset security platform, Fireblocks provides an ultra-secure

infrastructure for issuing, storing, and transferring wGLD tokens.

VaultChain: VaultChain technology offers a secure and efficient method of managing gold

ownership records. It underpins our operations, ensuring that each wGLD token corresponds

accurately to a specific amount of LGD gold housed at the Royal Canadian Mint.

Royal Canadian Mint: The Royal Canadian Mint (RCM) is a Canadian government-owned

corporation responsible for producing Canada's circulation coins. Established in 1908, the Royal

Canadian Mint operates under the Royal Canadian Mint Act and is headquartered in Ottawa,

Ontario

London Good Delivery (LGD): gold refers to a standard for gold bars that are widely accepted

and traded in the London Bullion Market. The London Bullion Market Association (LBMA) sets

the specifications and requirements for gold bars to be considered "London Good Delivery."

These standards ensure the quality, purity, and consistency of gold bars, making them suitable

for international trade and settlement in the London Bullion Market.



Disclaimer
This document is provided solely for informational purposes and does not, under any

circumstances, constitute financial advice. Its contents should not be regarded as an official

source of information regarding the operations or financial status of Wellfield Gold. Before

making any investment decisions, readers are strongly urged to exercise due diligence, conduct

independent research, and seek the guidance of a qualified and licensed financial advisor.

The information contained herein is subject to change without notice, and while we make every

effort to ensure its accuracy, we do not guarantee or warrant the completeness, timeliness, or

reliability of the information. Wellfield Gold makes no representations or warranties, either

expressed or implied, regarding the accuracy, reliability, or suitability of the content for any

particular purpose.

Investing in financial instruments carries inherent risks, and individuals should be aware that

past performance is not indicative of future results. The decision to invest should be based on an

individual's own assessment of their financial situation, risk tolerance, and investment

objectives.

Wellfield Gold disclaims any liability for any loss or damage arising from reliance on the

information contained in this document, including but not limited to direct, indirect,

consequential, or incidental damages. We recommend that investors seek professional advice

tailored to their specific circumstances before making any investment decisions.

This disclaimer is applicable to all recipients of this document, including but not limited to

shareholders, potential investors, analysts, and any other parties who may come into possession

of this information. By accessing and reading this document, you acknowledge and agree to the

terms of this disclaimer. If you do not agree with these terms, please refrain from using or

relying on the information provided herein.



www.welfield.io/gold

http://www.welfield.io/gold

